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Features 
Enhancing your website compliance while o�ering a user experience is simpler than  

you may think. Leverage the suite of All in One Accessibility™ automated solution to  

expedite the process without sacrificing quality.
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Languages Supported

polski 中⽂italiano Pусский 中⽂ (Traditional) עִברִית

Български Català čeština Dansk Nederlands िहंदी

Bahasa Indonesia 한국어 Lietuvių Bahasa Melayu Norsk Română

Slovenščina Svenska ภาษาไทย Українська Vi t Nam বাঙািল

�ංහල Hmoob ြမန်မာ Eesti keel latviešuУкраїнська

Magyar Slovenščina Suomenkieli Türkçe Latinus

English (USA) English (Canadian)English (UK) English (Australian) Español Español (Mexicano)

Deutsch Português Português (Brazil) ⽇本語 français
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Samoa Kreyòl ayisyen Føroyskt Crnogorski Azeri Basque

српски Hrvatski Ōlelo Hawai i Cymraeg Cebuano

Filipino Galician Norsk Punjabi shqiptare

Corsuދިވެހި Esperanto Ewe Frisian Guarani

Hausa Icelandic Igbo Irish JavaneseGujarati

KyrgyzKurdishKinyarwandaKhmerKazakhKannada

MacedonianLuxembourgishLugandaLingalaLao Ilocano

অসমীয়া Aymara Bamanankan bosanskiбеларускі
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Mizo Sepedi

Tsonga TurkmenTigrinya Twi (Akan) Urdu Uyghur

Sundanese Swahili Tajik Tamil Tatar Telugu

Uzbek YiddishXhosa ZuluYoruba Bhojpuri

Sanskrit Scots Gaelic Shona SomaliSindhiSesotho

Dogri Kurdish (Sorani)Konkani Meiteilon (Manipuri)Krio Maithili

Malti Maori MarathiMalagasy

Nepali Oromo Pashto QuechuaSea



Color Blind

Individuals with color blindness see colors di�erently than normal 

people. The available group of features provides relevant suggestions.

ADHD

By selecting this profile, it help visitors to stay focused as they move 

through a webpage. The recommendations included in this profile  

may help alleviate distractions to improve reading comprehension.

Motor Impaired

Users with Motor Impairment have di�culties to access websites 

with mouse and keyboard. This profile provides options that can  

make site navigation much less complicated.

Cognitive & Learning

Cognitive impairments and learning disabilities can have a 

profound e�ect on reading comprehension.

Blind

Blind Profile allows your website visitors to access the website 

using screen reader and keyboard navigation. 

Dyslexia

Dyslexia is a learning disorder that involves di�culty reading due 

to problems identifying speed sounds and learning how they 

relate to letters and words.

Visually Impaired

Someone who has partial vision loss or has di�culties in reading, 

this profile provides suggestions that can be helpful for a variety 

of conditions.

Seizure & Epileptic

Flashing page elements, animations and videos can sometimes  

trigger seizures in people with epilepsy and similar conditions.

Accessibility Profiles
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Color Blindness, Voice Commands and Libras

Voice Navigation

Navigate the website e�ortlessly with Voice Navigation, enhancing user experience through voice-

Libras (Brazilian Portuguese only)

Libras (Brazilian Portuguese only) feature is used as a sign language for hand and arm movements, facial expressions, 

and body positions to convey meaning. Sign language is a native language for many people who are deaf, and some 

who don’t understand written language well.

Color Blindness Setting

Color Blindness feature helps users to change website colors according to the color vision 

deficiency they have. The following 8 types of color blindness settings are available:

1.   Protanomaly,  

2.  Deuteranomaly 

3.  Tritanomaly 

4.  Protanopia

5.  Deuteranopia 

6.  Tritanopia 

7.   Achromatomaly 

8.  Achromatopsia
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Analytics Tracking

Google Analytics Tracking

Enter GA4 measurement ID to track information about its usage on the website, number of profile clicks, and more.

Adobe Analytics Tracking

Enter Adobe Tracking ID to see information about its usage on the website, number of profile clicks, and more.
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Read Mode

Puts a webpage in a text only, reading-focused mode.

Reading Guide

By enabling reading guide feature, it will convert the  

cursor into a sharp contrast horizontal reading guideline  

which helps to reduce eye strain for users who are cognitive, 

visual, dyslexic, and Presbyopia disabilities.

Reading Mask

The reading mask improves concentration on specific content.  

By putting up reading mask, it will highlight the page elements  

which are underneath the cursor.

Read Page

Allows a voice to read the text on your site out loud to visitors.

Screen Reader
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Open Accessibility Toolbar

Open Accessibility Toolbar to enable accessibility features  

based on your requirements.

Skip to Content

Puts a webpage in a text only, reading-focused mode.

Skip to Menu

It will allow quick access to the footer on the page.

Skip to Footer

It will allow quick access to the footer on the page.

Skip Links
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Content Scaling

It allows users to scale visual content including 

images, text, graphs, illustrations, etc. to zoom in 

and zoom out.

Dyslexia Fonts

Dyslexia Friendly Font enhances readability for those  

with dyslexia and provides an easier and more fluid  

reading D experience that is tailored to site visitors  

with dyslexia.

Readable Fonts

By clicking on this, it will replace any fancy fonts  

with simple readable fonts.

Highlight Title

It will highlight the titles and help users and assistive 

technology to understand the structure of the page  

and its components.

Highlight Links

It focuses on links, buttons, and other action elements 

in high contrast colors which are easy to recognize. 

Also, highlight clickable components for better and 

easier website usability and accessibility.

Text Magnifier

Text Magnifier works as a virtual magnifying glass  

which allows to enlarge the selected text area.

Content Adjustments



Adjust Font Sizing

Font size can be adjustable according to users 

requirements.

Align Center

For more personalized and accessible experience, 

it will allow to change the alignment of the text at center.

Align Left

For more personalized and accessible experience, 

it will allow to change the alignment of the text at left.

Line Height

Get more comfortable spacing for all on-site text with 

the Adjust Line Height option.

Adjust Letter Spacing

Text and line spacing can be modified, thus, dyslexic, and 

visually impaired users get benefit. All in One AccessibilityTM o�ers 

a significant level of adjustment for a readable and personalized 

experience.

Align Right

For more personalized and accessible experience, 

it will allow to change the alignment of the text at right.

www.skynettechnologies.com13/29
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Light Contrast

Set up light contrast of all website elements with a Light  

contrast color theme. It will low contrast all elements, texts,  

buttons, and form fields with one click.

Smart Contrast

With the "Smart Contrast" feature, your website's colors will  

meet ADA compliance standards, significantly enhancing the  

visibility of your content.

Monochrome

Transform the website to a monochrome color scheme (black,  

white and grey); so, the people with color blindness can easily  

access the website content.

High Contrast

Increase the contrast of all website elements with a High  

Contrast color theme. It will sharply contrast all elements, texts,  

buttons, and form fields with one click.

Dark Contrast

Increase the contrast of all website elements with a Dark  

Contrast color theme. It will dark contrast all elements, texts,  

buttons, and form fields with one click.

High Saturation

Select these High Saturation option to set the intensity of website 

colors to high.

Color and Contrast Adjustments

www.skynettechnologies.com
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Adjust Background Color

Background Colorization allows to change the background  

color of all the elements from the provided colors.

Adjust Title Color

Title Colorization allows to change the title color of all the  

elements from provided colors.

Low Saturation

Select these Low Saturation options to set the intensity 

of website colors to low.

Invert Colors

Complete color inversion for all site components, provide  

enormous color depth, which makes texts easier to read for  

color blind and visually impaired people by reducing the eye  

strain.

Adjust Text Color

Text Colorization allows to change the text color of all the  

elements from the provided colors.
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Mute Sounds

It allows you to mute the sounds from the website.

Hide Images

By enabling this feature, it will hide all images of site and 

displays the text only.

Highlight Focus

It will highlight focused elements when any user tries to 

navigate any pages using keyboard.

Big Black Cursor

It enhances the cursor size significantly to make sure that  

the pointer always stays in sight. Moreover, the bigger  

cursor allows the faster and more accessible navigation  

through tabs, form elements, and hyperlinks.

Stop Animation

It helps in pausing the content that moves or auto-updates. 

Moreover, stops content blinking, flashing, and animations  

that can trigger seizures.

Highlight Hover

It allows to keep users’ attention by highlighting the area 

where user is hovering.

Big White Cursor

It enhances the cursor size significantly to make sure that  

the pointer always stays in sight. Moreover, the bigger  

cursor allows the faster and more accessible navigation  

through tabs, form elements, and hyperlinks.

Filter Content

Quickly reveal page headings, landmarks and links in a clear,  

structured, easily navigable and accessible manner. It helps  

users to find the content they want faster.

Orientation Adjustments
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Accessibility Statement

Accessibility statement helps your users to understand the 

current status of your website's accessibility as well as any 

accessibility related e�orts your business is doing currently.

Hide Interface

Hide the accessibility interface, user won't be able to see it 

anymore, unless they clear their browsing history and data.

Multi Language

Select your preferred language from 140+ available languages or  

keep the default <<auto detect>> for your accessibility widget.

Dictionary

All in One AccessibilityTM allows users to access dictionary  

lookups for idioms, acronyms and complex words without  

leaving the website. In addition to being a WCAG  

requirement, it ensures you content is more accessible to  

readers of all levels.

Virtual Keyboard

All in One AccessibilityTM provides an on-screen virtual  

keyboard to eliminate the need for physical keys. A virtual  

keyboard ensures an alternative input mechanism for users  

with disabilities.

Image Alternate Text

It provides a list of recommended alt text based on AI, remediated 

image alt text list, decorative images from where you add missing 

alternate text and update them as per requirement.

Others/Misc
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Dashboard

Custom Widget Icon
Select widget icon for your website according to your preference.

Custom Widget Icon Size for Desktop and Mobile

Select widget icon size for your website according to your preference 
for desktop and mobile.

Custom Widget Position

Bottom Right Middle Right Top Right Top Center

Top Left Middle Left Bottom Left Bottom Center

Select widget position for your website according to your preference.

Regular Size Widget Oversize Widget

Custom Widget Colors (Match with your website color theme)
Customize widget color according to website's look and feel.
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PDF/Document Remediation

The PDF / Document Remediation provides a list of inaccessible  

PDFs and remediated PDFs from where you can request PDF  

remediation service.

Accessibility Score

Accessibility Score is based on an automated accessibility scan  

algorithm that compares your site's accessibility against a  

comprehensive WCAG rule set.

Automated Accessibility Scan Report

Automated Accessibility Scan report includes accessibility score,  

list of remediated violations, and list of violations that require  

manual actions.
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3

Build and fine-tune your  

widget with the Modify Menu  

option. Reorder, remove and  

restructure the widget buttons  

to fit your users’ specific  

accessibility needs.

$250/Year

Modify Accessibility  
Menu

2

Instantly translate your site into 

140+ languages to make it more 

accessible for non-native speakers, 

people with language acquisition 

di�culties, and people with learning 

disabilities.

From $50/Month

Live Website  
Translations

1

Remove the Skynet  

Technologies logo as well as all  

of the footer links, popups,  

report a problem link and more  

for full white label control.

$10/Month

White Label and Custom  
Branding

Add-Ons
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Add-Ons

4

The PDF / Document Remediation  

provides a list of inaccessible  

PDFs and remediated PDFs from  

where you can request PDF  

remediation service.

From $5/Page

PDF/Document Remediation

5

The Voluntary Product Accessibility  

Template (VPAT), also known as an ACR  

(Accessibility Conformance Report)  

starts with an audit and provides  

current details for an accessible  

website, application, or any other  

digital assets.

From $2500

VPAT Report

6

An accessibility audit is a thorough  

evaluation of a website's compliance  

with accessibility standards. It  

assesses how well a website meets the  

needs of people with disabilities and  

complies with the Americans with  

Disabilities Act (ADA) and Web Content  

Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG).

From $2500

Accessibility Audit
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Following Accessibility Standards Supported

WCAG 2.0 & 2.1 WCAG 2.2 ADA Title lll ATAG 2.0 Section 508 European 
EAA EN 301 549

Australian 
DDA

UK Equality 
Act (EA)

California 
Unruh Standards

Israeli 
Standard 5568

Canada  
ACA

Ontario 
AODA

German 
BITV

France 
RGAA

Spain UNE 
139803:2012

Brazilian 
Inclusion Law 

(LBI)

Italian 
Stanca Act

Japan 
JIS X 8341

Austrian 
Web Accessibility 

Act (WZG)

Switzerland 
DDA
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All in One AccessibilityTM Supports All the Major Platforms.

Platforms

View All Platforms

https://www.skynettechnologies.com/wix-accessibility-toolbar
https://www.skynettechnologies.com/shopify-accessibility-app
https://www.skynettechnologies.com/joomla-accessibility-extension
https://www.skynettechnologies.com/drupal-accessibility-module
https://www.skynettechnologies.com/wordpress-accessibility-plugin
https://www.skynettechnologies.com/magento-ada-compliance-extension
https://www.skynettechnologies.com/bigcommerce-ada-compliance
https://www.skynettechnologies.com/weebly-accessibility-widget
https://www.skynettechnologies.com/webflow-accessibility-widget
https://www.skynettechnologies.com/cafe24-ecommerce-accessibility-widget
https://www.skynettechnologies.com/squarespace-accessibility-widget
https://www.skynettechnologies.com/odoo-accessibility-app
https://www.skynettechnologies.com/hubspot-ada-compliance-widget
https://www.skynettechnologies.com/adobe-experience-manager-website-accessibility
https://www.skynettechnologies.com/django-cms-website-accessibility
https://www.skynettechnologies.com/ruby-on-rails-website-accessibility
https://www.skynettechnologies.com/bagisto-accessibility-widget
https://www.skynettechnologies.com/bitrix24-website-accessibility
https://www.skynettechnologies.com/modx-website-accessibility
https://www.skynettechnologies.com/concrete-cms-website-accessibility
https://www.skynettechnologies.com/contao-website-accessibility
https://www.skynettechnologies.com/all-in-one-accessibility/platforms
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 Single Site Plans

10 Days Free Trial Small Site

$250/year

Up to    50K    Pages 

Pageviews per month

Buy Now

70+ features are available! 

140+ languages supported

$319/year

Medium Site

$490/year

Buy Now

$619/year

Large Site

$999/year

Buy Now

$1249/year

Extra Large Site

$1999/year

Buy Now

$2499/year

Annual/Monthly Plans Available

Start Now

70+ features are available! 

140+ languages supported 

Cancel anytime. 

No hidden costs. 

No advance payment required. 

Credit card will be charged after 

10 days. 70+ features are available! 

140+ languages supported

70+ features are available! 

140+ languages supported

70+ features are available! 

140+ languages supported

Up to    100K    Pages 

Pageviews per month

Up to    500K    Pages 

Pageviews per month

Up to    1000K    Pages 

Pageviews per month

https://ada.skynettechnologies.us/trial-subscription?utm_source=all-in-one-accessibility&utm_medium=landing-page&utm_campaign=trial-subscription
https://www.skynettechnologies.com/add-ons/cart/?add-to-cart=116&variation_id=117&quantity=1
https://www.skynettechnologies.com/add-ons/cart/?add-to-cart=116&variation_id=118&quantity=1
https://www.skynettechnologies.com/add-ons/cart/?add-to-cart=116&variation_id=119&quantity=1
https://www.skynettechnologies.com/add-ons/cart/?add-to-cart=116&variation_id=200&quantity=1
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 Multisite Plans

10 Days Free Trial Silver

$1229/year

Up to    500K    Pages 

Pageviews per month

Buy Now

Up to 3 Websites 

70+ features are available! 

140+ languages supported

Up to 3 Websites 

70+ features are available! 

140+ languages supported

$1559/year

Gold

$1999/year

Buy Now

$2399/year

Platinum

$2999/year

Buy Now

$3599/year

Annual/Monthly Plans Available

Start Now

70+ features are available! 

140+ languages supported 

Cancel anytime. 

No hidden costs. 

No advance payment required. 

Credit card will be charged after 

10 days.

Up to    1000K    Pages 

Pageviews per month

Up to    2000K    Pages 

Pageviews per month

Up to 5 Websites 

70+ features are available! 

140+ languages supported

Up to 10 Websites 

70+ features are available! 

140+ languages supported

https://ada.skynettechnologies.us/trial-subscription?multi_domain=true&utm_source=blogengine-ada-compliant-widget&utm_medium=platform-page&utm_campaign=trial-subscription
https://ada.skynettechnologies.us/multi-store-subscription/Z29sZA==
https://ada.skynettechnologies.us/multi-store-subscription/c2lsdmVy
https://ada.skynettechnologies.us/multi-store-subscription/cGxhdGludW0=
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All in One AccessibilityTM  

widget will instantly  

appear on your  

website with basic  

ADA features.

1

Download and install  

“All in One AccessibilityTM” 

plugin from respective  

platform.

4

Enter the license key  

to plugin’s settings.

5

Once License key  

verified, you will get  

full featured 

All in One AccessibilityTM  

widget on your website.

3

For advanced ADA features, 

you can subscribe to 

"All in One AccessibilityTM"  

from our website.

A Quick and Hassle-free Installation Process

26/29
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As a member of W3C and International Association of Accessibility Professionals (IAAP), We are applying the  

best industry practices and standards for both the security of the website and the privacy of users.

COPPA

Website’s Security and Users’ Privacy
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How to Purchase

https://youtu.be/IVDFzpIM7MQ


www.skynettechnologies.com

           USA - Nevada

SKYNET TECHNOLOGIES USA LLC.

Las Vegas

304 S. Jones Blvd, 

Las Vegas, NV, 89107.

Phone: (725)-222-4706

           USA - Kentucky

SKYNET TECHNOLOGIES USA LLC.

Independence

3265 Summitrun Drive, 

Independence, KY, 41051.

Phone: (810)-358-8040

           USA - Florida

SKYNET TECHNOLOGIES USA LLC.

Gainesville

9045 SW 79th Avenue 

Gainesville Fl 32608

Phone: (352)-448-7349

Contact Information

Reach Out hello@skynettechnologies.com
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